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a b s t r a c t

Crimes related to automated teller machines (ATMs) have increased as a result of the recent popularity

in the devices. One of the most practical approaches for preventing such crimes is the installation of

cameras in ATMs to capture the facial images of users for follow-up criminal investigations. However,

this approach is vulnerable in cases where a criminal’s face is occluded. Therefore, this paper proposes a

system which assesses the recognizability of facial images of ATM users to determine whether their

faces are severely occluded. The proposed system uses a component-based face candidate generation

and verification approach to handle various facial postures and acceptable partial occlusions. Element

techniques are implemented via grayscale image-based methods which are robust against illumination

conditions compared to skin color detection approach. The system architecture for achieving both high

performance and cost-efficiency is proposed to make the system applicable to practical ATM

environments. In the experiment, the feasibility of the proposed system was evaluated using a large-

scale facial occlusion database consisting of 3168 image sequences including 21 facial occlusions,

8 illumination conditions, and 2 acquisition scenarios. Based on the results, we drew up the guidelines

of recognizability assessment systems for ATM applications.

& 2011 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Recently, automated teller machines (ATMs) have become
widely used by customers choosing not to go to banks and banks
trying to lessen the work load of their tellers [1,2]. On the other
hand, crimes related to ATMs have also increased due to the
absence of human operators [3]. Extensive research has been
carried out to prevent these crimes and can be divided into three
categories. The first category is concerned with the protection of
an ATM user’s banking information. The system in [4] warns users
of the presence of loiterers behind them. The system in [5] detects
illegal objects attached to ATMs such as card reproducers and
cameras used to obtain card and password information. The
system in [6] diversifies the methods for entering passwords in
order to prevent criminals from looking over the shoulders of ATM
users. The second category focuses on the detection of physical
damage to an ATM itself. The system in [4] introduces a method
which uses a motion sensor to detect cases where criminals try to
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destroy or move ATMs. The last category aims to prevent financial
transactions made by inappropriate methods or users. The sys-
tems in [5,7] detect forged notes in ATM environments. The
systems in [5,7–10] identify cardholders via biometrics (face, iris,
fingerprint or finger vein) in order to prevent criminals from using
stolen cards. The systems in [4,11–20] try to record facial images
of ATM users for follow-up criminal investigations.

Of these approaches, the system which records an ATM users’
facial image [4,11–21] is widely used in practical situations since
it inhibits potential criminals from using the ATMs inappropri-
ately, the facial images acquired are useful for criminal investiga-
tion, and it requires only a single conventional camera and
storage. However, this system is highly vulnerable to criminals
who occlude their faces, many of whom take advantage of this
weakness [12–21]. Therefore, it is necessary to develop a system
which can determine whether recognizable facial images are
acquired by cameras in ATMs. Such a system will be useful and
practical for increasing the security level of ATMs. That is, the
system first checks the recognizability of the facial images, and
then accepts the user’s requests only if the facial images are
classified as recognizable. Otherwise, all the requested financial
transactions will be rejected.

Detecting a recognizable facial image in ATM environments
has been researched in [12–21], and can be categorized into three
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Table 1
Comparison of proposed method with previous works.

Method Pros Cons

Typical attack detection – Efficient for dealing with few frequent occlusion

attacks

– Low computational cost

– Unable to handle various types of occlusions in real

situations

Frontal bare face detection – Effective for faces in strictly intrusive conditions

– Able to obtain most recognizable facial images

– Unable to handle various facial postures and

acceptable partial occlusions

Skin color detection – Robustly obtain face regions in various facial

postures

– Low computational cost

– Sensitive to illumination conditions

– Difficult to distinguish face from other skin areas

and objects with similar color

Proposed method – Robust against various facial postures and

acceptable partial occlusions

– Insensitive to illumination conditions

– Slightly high computational cost
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approaches: typical attack detection, frontal bare face detection,
and skin color detection. The first category is the typical attack
detection approach [12–14]. This approach tries to detect specific
objects commonly used by criminals to conceal their faces. Wen
et al. introduced a mask detection method that checked facial
features based on Gabor filter responses [12]. Wen et al. also
proposed a helmet detection method using a circular arc detector
[13]. Min et al. presented a scarf detection method which utilizes
Gabor wavelet-based feature and support vector machine (SVM)
classifier [14].

The second category is the frontal bare face detection approach
[15–18]. This approach attempts to find frontal bare faces using a
holistic face detector, and then determines facial occlusion based
on the detection results. Yoon and Kee [15] and Kim et al. [16]
proposed an occluded face detection method which applies a
principle component analysis (PCA) feature extractor and SVM
classifier to upper and lower parts of facial images. Choi and Kim
[17,18] presented a facial occlusion discrimination method which
utilizes modified census transform-based detectors and a neural
network-based classifier to search frontal upright faces and facial
features inside the heuristically determined regions.

The last category is the skin color detection approach [19–21].
This approach searches for facial regions using motion edge
detection or background subtraction, and then determines facial
occlusion based on skin color analysis. Lin and Liu [19] proposed a
method which locates an ATM user’s face by fitting an ellipse to
motion edges and determines facial occlusion by calculating the
ratio of skin color area. Kim et al. [20] proposed a method which
detects a face by applying a B-spline-based active contour to the
motion edge and checks facial occlusion by analyzing the skin
color ratios in eye and mouth regions. Dong and Soh [21]
suggested a method which finds a face based on background
subtraction and skin color detection. It examines facial occlusion
using aspect ratio of skin color foreground region and relative
locations of facial features.

To develop a practical system, we analyzed a system which
assesses the recognizability of facial images for ATM applications
and drew the following four requirements. A practical system
should (1) be able to handle various attacks which can be
presented in real situations, (2) be able to deal with various facial
postures and acceptable partial occlusions for user convenience,
(3) be robust to various illumination conditions, and (4) have
reasonable computational complexity to operate in real time.
Considering the previous approaches in terms of these require-
ments, the typical attack detection approach does not satisfy the
first requirement because it can only handle a few specific attack
situations, such as when the assailant is wearing a mask, helmet,
or scarf. The frontal bare face detection approach fails to meet the
second requirement since it can only accept frontal bare faces
while rejecting others with various facial postures or acceptable
partial occlusions. The skin color detection approach does not
fulfill the third requirement due to its unstableness against
various illuminations [22,23].

Based on these analyses, we propose a novel and practical
system which can be applied to real ATM environments in the
following ways. Firstly, this paper proposes a recognizability
assessment system (rather than an occlusion detection system)
using component-based face candidate generation and verifica-
tion methodologies. This system is able to handle various occlu-
sion attacks, facial postures and acceptable partial occlusions. As
element techniques are implemented using grayscale image-
based methods, it is robust to illumination conditions compared
with the skin color-based approach. Secondly, this paper proposes
a system architecture which first conducts the recognizability
assessment inside the regions of interest produced by holistic face
detectors (specialized for frequently occurring postures) before
dealing with the whole image region. This architecture achieves
both high performance and cost-efficiency so that it makes the
system applicable to practical ATM environments. The balance of
performance and computational cost is critical in a resource-
limited real-time embedded system such as ATMs [24]. Lastly,
and differing from previous works which were tested with a small
database acquired in restricted environments, the feasibility of
the proposed system was evaluated using a large-scale facial
occlusion database which can reflect practical ATM situations.
This database consists of 3168 image sequences (each image
sequence contains 5 images) including 21 facial occlusions,
8 illumination conditions, and 2 acquisition scenarios. The com-
parison of the proposed method with the previous works is
summarized in Table 1.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. An overview of
the proposed system is presented in Section 2. Face candidate
generation and verification methodologies are described in
Section 3. Holistic face detection for establishing regions of
interest is explained in Section 4. Database acquisition and
performance evaluation are presented in Section 5. Finally, in
Section 6, we conclude the paper with a summary and some
suggestions for future work.
2. Overview of the proposed method

To undertake a recognizability assessment of facial images,
it is necessary to have a definition of a recognizable facial image.
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In this paper, recognizability of facial image is defined based on the
knowledge regarding ‘face recognition by human’ since the facial
images classified as recognizable by the proposed method will
most likely be used in the follow-up criminal investigations
conducted by humans. We define a facial image as recognizable
when a mouth and at least one eye are visible. Our definition is
based on the visibility of facial components since it is well known
that the most salient parts for face recognition by human are, in
order of importance, eyes, mouth, and nose [25,26]. Among four
most salient facial components (two eyes, mouth, and nose), one
eye and nose are dropped for recognizability test. Firstly, one eye is
dropped since the shape of one eye is predictable by observing the
other visible eye due to the bilateral symmetry in human faces
[27,28], and one eye can often be occluded in natural situations
mainly by an eye patch, hair or a hat. Secondly, nose is dropped
from recognizability test because its importance for face recogni-
tion by human is less than those of eyes and mouth [25,26] and
criminals seldom occlude their noses alone but usually occlude
noses along with mouths. This definition can reduce false rejec-
tions which may occur when acceptable partial occlusions such as
single eye occlusion caused by an eye patch, hair or a hat, are
present. This reduction of false rejection is expected to reduce
complaints from ATM users who have no intention of committing a
crime. Fig. 1 shows example facial images acquired in ATM
environments. In this figure, (a) and (b) are recognizable and
non-recognizable facial images according to our definition, respec-
tively. These example images are cropped from our facial occlusion
database which will be introduced in the experimental section.

To detect a recognizable facial image which satisfies our
definition, the proposed system utilizes three techniques: com-
ponent-based face candidate generation, component-based face
candidate verification, and holistic face detection. The first tech-
nique is component-based face generation. This method gener-
ates face candidates by combining pre-detected mouth and eye
regions. After that, it selects appropriate candidates which satisfy
pre-determined geometric constraints. This approach is more
robust to different facial postures and various acceptable partial
occlusions compared to the holistic face detection approach [29].
The second technique is component-based face candidate verifi-
cation. The proposed system does not verify the recognizability of
facial images by using a whole facial region but by using the
regions of facial components. This verification scheme is more
robust to various acceptable partial occlusions which frequently
occur on a subject’s forehead, chin or cheek. The last technique is
holistic face detection. Detecting small facial components in a
large image by searching various locations and scales requires
Fig. 1. Example facial images acquired in ATM environments. (a) and (b) show recogni
high computational costs. Therefore, component-based face can-
didate generation and verification are first applied to the regions
of interest (ROIs) found by holistic face detectors specialized for
frontal and inclined faces which are likely to occur in ATM
environments, and then the same process is applied to the whole
image region if the former procedure fails. This approach can
reduce the average computation time.

Fig. 2 shows the overall architecture of the proposed system
which consists of two searching approaches: ROI search and whole
image search. In the ROI search, the recognizability assessment
based on component-based face candidate generation and verifica-
tion is conducted inside the restricted regions produced by the ROI
establishment procedure after acquiring each image. The whole
image search is activated when no recognizable face is found in the
ROI search. In the whole image search, the recognizability assess-
ment reuses the images acquired in the ROI search while expand-
ing its search range into the whole image region without
establishing any ROIs. The ROI search is computationally more
efficient since it searches only inside the ROIs. On the other hand,
the whole image search can handle more variations of facial
postures and acceptable partial occlusions because its search range
is not limited by holistic face detection results. In order to combine
these advantages and find a recognizable facial image more
quickly, the computationally more efficient approach (ROI search)
is placed in the first trial and the higher detection rate approach
(whole image search) in the second trial as shown in Fig. 2. Since
the purpose of this system is to obtain a recognizable facial image,
the system is terminated immediately and accepts the user’s
request as soon as at least one recognizable facial image is found.
3. Face candidate generation and verification

The proposed system assesses the recognizability of facial
images by using component-based face candidate generation and
verification methods. The component-based face candidate genera-
tion method produces face candidates using facial component
regions and their geometric constraints. After that, the recogniz-
ability of each face candidate is assessed by verifying the facial
component regions which support the generated face candidates.

3.1. Facial component detection

Before performing the component-based face candidate gen-
eration method, facial components such as a mouth and eyes
should be found. To accomplish this task, the proposed system
zable and non-recognizable facial images according to our definition, respectively.



Fig. 3. Comparison of the facial component detection results. (a)–(c) are the results of the mouth, left eye and right eye detectors in [33], respectively. (d)–(f) are the results

of the newly trained mouth, left eye and right eye detectors, respectively.

Fig. 2. Overall architecture of the proposed system.
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utilizes the Viola-Jones general object detector [30] which is one
of the most widely used detectors for various object classes such
as faces [31], facial components [32,33] and pedestrians [34]
because of its high detection rate [35], computational efficiency
[36] and availability of an open source implementation [37].

The Viola-Jones method selects the most discriminative Haar
wavelets features, and builds a strong classifier by combining
multiple features using the AdaBoost learning algorithm. This
method uses two approaches to improve detection performance
and speed. One is a rejection cascade and the other is an integral
image. The rejection cascade constructed by strong classifiers
quickly rejects most negative examples by its initial layers, and
only difficult examples are dealt with by the latter layers. The
integral image makes the computation of the Haar wavelet
feature response the same through all scales. Since the Viola-
Jones method detects an object by sliding a window in various
locations and scales, its computational cost highly increases when
an initial scale of the object is much smaller than the size of the
target image.

The Viola-Jones method has been used for detecting various
facial components such as a mouth, nose and eyes [32,33], and
the quantitative evaluation of them was recently presented in
[33]. We evaluated the mouth and eye detectors (available in
[38]) which showed the best performances in [33]. The labels of
the used detectors in [33] are M, LE, and RE for mouth, left eye,
and right eye, respectively. These detectors locate mouths and
eyes well, but produce many false positives, especially inside a
facial region as shown in Fig. 3(a)–(c). These three figures show
the detection results of the mouth, left eye and right eye detectors
in [33], respectively. The false positives inside the facial region
can degrade the facial component-based recognizability assess-
ment system since it could falsely accept users who cover their
mouth by misinterpreting a nose as a mouth. Therefore, we
require newly trained detectors for the mouth, left eye and right
eye. To overcome the drawbacks present in the previous detec-
tors, we added mouth-free and eye-free face images into negative
training samples as well as face-free images when training mouth
and eye detectors, respectively. Fig. 3(d)–(f) shows the results
produced by the newly trained mouth, left eye and right eye
detectors, respectively. It can be noticed that newly trained
detectors generate fewer false positives in a facial region com-
pared with previous detectors proven to give the best perfor-
mances in [33]. Detailed descriptions of training and tests will be
presented in the experimental section.

3.2. Component-based face candidate generation

Once the mouth and eye regions are detected via Viola-Jones
facial component detectors, this system generates face candidates
using the component-based method. Face candidates are gener-
ated by combining a mouth and an eye. Final candidates are then
selected to satisfy the pre-determined geometric constraints. This
method is described in detail in Fig. 4. In this figure, (a) is a mean
face model where the red square and inverted triangle indicate
the face area and connections of three facial feature points
(mouth and two eyes), respectively. This model is produced by
facial images of 180 people where each face includes 80 feature
points. Green points and blue circles are feature points from
each person and their mean locations, respectively. Details of this
face database are described in [39]. The component-based face
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candidate generator first detects the mouth and eyes, and then
produces initial face candidates by combining a mouth and an
eye. This method calculates the scale, translation and rotation
between two detected facial feature points (centers of the
detected mouth and eye regions) and the corresponding points
in the mean face model via Procrustes analysis [40], and then the
face area in the mean face model (a red square in Fig. 4(a)) is
transformed into the image. In Fig. 4(b), it is assumed that two left
eyes (LE1 and LE2 with red dotted rectangles), one right eye (RE1
with a green dotted rectangle) and two mouths (M1 and M2 with
blue dotted rectangles) are detected. Fig. 4(c)–(h) with magenta
squares show the generated face candidates from the mouth-eye
combinations: (LE1, M1), (LE1, M2), (RE1, M1), (RE1, M2), (LE2,
M1), and (LE2, M2), respectively.

The final face candidates are selected by filtering the initial
ones via the pre-determined geometric constraints restricted by
ATM environments and the arrangement of facial features. We use
the following size and orientation constraints: (1) face size, (2)
size ratios among face, mouth and eye, and (3) the in-plane
rotation angle of the face. Firstly, the range of face size is
determined based on the configuration of the ATM camera. This
paper considers an off-the-shelf ATM [41] widely used in Korean
banks, a detailed description of which will be presented in the
experimental section. In the configuration of this ATM, the
distance between a user’s face and the camera is in the range of
30cm to 100cm as the user must approach the ATM in order to use
its touch panel. The camera used for the experiment has a
resolution of 640�480 pixels and a 981�741 field of view (with
a wide angle lens) in both horizontal and vertical directions. If we
assume that a user’s face size in Fig. 4(a) with a red square is about
20�20cm and is projected near the image center of the camera,
then the size range of face images will be approximately in the
range of 240�240 pixels to 75�75 pixels when the camera
follows the equidistance projection model, the most common
projection model for a wide field-of-view camera [42]. Secondly,
the size ratio parameters are chosen based on the mean face
model shown in Fig. 4(a). In this model, the ratio between face and
mouth widths is 2.6 and the ratio between face and eye is 3.5. We
allow a 50% margin for minimum and maximum parameters of
these ratios to cover facial posture variations. Lastly, the range of
the in-plane rotation angle is simply set to þ301 to -301 by
assuming that users tend not to roll their head too much. These
loose constraints may produce some false candidates but they will
be rejected in the face candidate verification step in Section 3.2,
and so we try not to lose true face candidates in this process. If
these geometric constraints are applied to the face candidates in
Fig. 4(c)–(h), only (c) and (e) are classified as reasonable candi-
dates. Fig. 4(d) and (f) will be filtered out because face size, size
ratio between face and eye, and size ratio between face and mouth
do not satisfy the pre-defined criteria. While the face shown in
Fig. 4(g) will be discarded due to the large in-plane rotation, the
face in Fig. 4(h) will be removed because the size ratio between
face and eye does not satisfy the pre-determined criterion.

Since the final face candidates are generated by a mouth and
an eye, two candidates can be produced for the same face region
as shown in Fig. 4(c) and (e). Therefore, two faces generated by
the same mouth region and different eye regions are merged via
Procrustes analysis of three point correspondences (one mouth
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and two eyes). In this procedure, we do not remove two face
candidates supported by two facial components after the merging
process because the true face candidates should not be deleted by
false merging. Fig. 5 shows the final face candidates generated
from Fig. 4(b). In this figure, (a) with a cyan square shows the
merged face candidate of (b) and (c).

Example results of the component-based face candidate gen-
eration are shown in Fig. 6. To present the details, face candidate
regions generated from the large original images were cropped in
this figure. Blue, red and green dotted lines indicate the mouth,
left eye and right eye, respectively, and magenta and cyan squares
are face candidates supported by two and three facial compo-
nents, respectively. It can be seen that faces with various postures
and acceptable partial occlusions are successfully found by the
component-based face candidate generation procedure. Further
examples with different postures and occlusions will be pre-
sented in the experimental section.
3.3. Component-based face candidate verification

After generating the face candidates, we need to determine
whether there are any recognizable facial images in those candi-
dates. For this procedure, this system utilizes a component-based
face candidate verification approach which does not determine
recognizability via whole facial region but facial component
regions. This component-based method is robust against various
acceptable partial occlusions which frequently occur on a subject’s
Fig. 5. Final face candidates generated from Fig. 4(b

Fig. 6. Example results of the component-based face candidate generation. Blue, red a

magenta and cyan squares are face candidates supported by two and three facial com

images were cropped to show the details. (For interpretation of the references to colo
forehead, chin or cheek due to an eye patch, hair or hat. Thus, it
causes the system to produce less false rejections produced by
users who have no intention of committing a crime. According to
the definition of recognizable facial images introduced in Section 2,
the component-based face candidate verification procedure deter-
mines a facial image as recognizable when both a mouth region
and at least an eye region are verified as being real. In this process,
we give priority to the face candidate supported by three facial
components (a mouth and two eyes) as this candidate is more
likely to be real compared to those supported by two facial
components. This causes the system to quickly accept the bare
faces so that it can reduce computational costs in acceptance cases.

To verify facial components, facial component regions are
rotated to make them upright according to the in-plane rotation
of the face candidate, and resized to have the pre-determined
image resolution. After that, the intensity values of each facial
component region are normalized via the Z-score normalization
technique [43] for illumination compensation. Finally, the normal-
ized facial component regions are verified using the principal
component analysis (PCA) feature extractor [44,45] and support
vector machine (SVM) classifier [46,47]. The detailed descriptions
of training and tests will be presented in the experimental section.
4. Region of interest establishment

The recognizability assessment performed using component-
based face generation and verification is suited to our definition
). (a) is a merged face candidate of (b) and (c).

nd green dotted lines indicate the mouth, left eye and right eye, respectively, and

ponents, respectively. Face candidate regions generated from the large original

r in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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of a recognizable facial image, and is robust to facial postures and
acceptable partial occlusions. However, its computational cost
(especially for the facial component detection process) is con-
sidered high to be applied to whole image regions. This is a
fundamental drawback of the sliding window approach such as
the Viola-Jones method [30] which detects a small object by
sliding a window in various locations and scales. This drawback
makes the computational costs of facial component detectors
quite high because the initial sizes of the facial components are
much smaller than the size of the original target image. If it is
assumed that the initial object size, scaling factor, and initial
displacement of the detection window are 20�15 pixels, 1.25
and 2 pixels, respectively, Fig. 7 shows the number of windows
that should be scanned by a detector with various original target
image sizes. The numbers in the figure are calculated based on the
method presented in [31]. It can be noticed that the number of
windows rapidly increases as the target image gets lager. The
numbers in this figure are nearly proportional to the computa-
tional costs of the detectors. This problem of computational cost
is critical for a resource-limited real-time embedded system such
as ATMs [24]. To overcome this problem, the proposed system
first establishes regions of interest (ROIs) via holistic face detec-
tors, and then applies component-based face candidate genera-
tion and verification to these regions before dealing with the
whole images as mentioned when describing the proposed
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Fig. 8. Example results of the holistic face detection for various facial postures. (a)–(e)

face detector.
system architecture in Section 2. The computational cost of the
holistic face detection procedure for establishing ROIs is much
smaller than that of the facial component detection procedure
since the initial size of the face is much larger than those of the
facial components.

In this paper, Viola-Jones holistic face detectors [31] are
chosen to establish ROIs. Firstly, we try to use a holistic frontal
face detector which shows the best performance in [33]. The label
of this detector in [33] is FA1. Fig. 8(a)–(e) show the detection
results of this detector with five facial postures: frontal, panning
toward the left and right, and tilting toward up and down,
respectively. This frontal face detector works properly in the first
four facial postures but tends to fail with the inclined faces in
Fig. 8(e). However, these inclined faces frequently occur when
using the ATM model in [41] since users must look down at the
touch panel which is parallel to the ground plane as shown in
Fig. 9. This shape is typical for recent ATMs in Korea because it
prevents criminals from looking at passwords over an ATM user’s
shoulder, as compared to models whose touch panels are placed
normally in relation to the ground. To overcome this difficulty, we
constructed an additional new holistic face detector suited for
inclined faces since a single detector for all facial postures showed
less accurate results in [48]. Fig. 8(f) shows the detection results
of the newly trained inclined face detector, which works better
for inclined faces. Two holistic face detectors (one for frontal faces
and the other for inclined faces) are separately applied to the
down-sampled images, and the detected ROIs are then merged
into one if they are sufficiently overlapped.
5. Experiments

5.1. Database acquisition

To evaluate the proposed system in a practical manner, we
constructed a large-scale facial occlusion database which can
reflect real ATM environments. This database consists of 2688
image sequences including 21 facial occlusions, 8 illumination
conditions, 4 subjects, and 2 acquisition scenarios. Each situation
was repeated twice. First, an ATM model was built resembling a
widely used ATM in Korean banks [41] as shown in Fig. 9. The
resolution and field of view of the camera attached to the ATM
model are 640�480 pixels and 981�741 in horizontal and
vertical directions, respectively. This is one of the conventional
low priced cameras used for real ATMs.
are the results of the frontal face detector, and (f) shows the results of the inclined
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To acquire a more realistic database for ATM applications, we
designed two scenarios for image sequence acquisition. One is a
non-intrusive scenario and the other is an intrusive scenario. In
the non-intrusive scenario, the camera acquires an image
sequence while a user enters a card and selects menus as shown
in Fig. 10(a). This period is chosen because the card slot on the
ATM model is located just below the camera, ensuring that it
obtains frontal face images as often as possible. In the intrusive
scenario, image sequences were taken after the ATM system made
an announcement saying, ‘‘Please, look at the camera’’ as shown
in Fig. 10(b). The total acquisition period takes approximately
2–3 s. Fig. 11(a) and (b) show example image sequences taken
under non-intrusive and intrusive scenarios, respectively. In this
figure, the numbers at the top-left corners indicate the acquisition
orders.

To diversify facial occlusion conditions, we added 21 different
facial occlusions to the ATM database including 10 acceptance
cases and 11 rejection cases. The acceptance cases contain bare
faces and acceptable partial occlusions with a hand, an eye patch,
normal glasses, a mobile phone, a headset, mustache, Band-Aids, a
baseball cap, and hair. The rejection cases include severe occlu-
sions involving a hand, sunglasses, a thick beard (mouth and chin
are occluded), a mask, a muffler, a collar, a baseball cap (both eyes
are occluded), a motorcycle helmet, and long hair. The rejection
cases also contain situations where the user hides, turns their
head, and looks down. During database acquisition, we attempted
to make variations even in the same occluding object. For
instance, the database includes different types of mustaches,
masks, mufflers, collars, baseball caps, normal glasses, sunglasses,
and wigs. In this database, false mustaches and beards were used.
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Fig. 9. An ATM model in (a) side-view and (b) top-view.
Example images of the acceptance and rejection cases are shown
in Figs. 12 and 13, respectively.

The database also contains eight different illumination condi-
tions. These illumination variations were demonstrated by chan-
ging the directions of the extra lights installed on a level of the
user’s face with the fixed ordinary ceiling lights as shown in
Fig. 14. Example images taken under 8 different illumination
conditions are presented in Fig. 15. In this figure, the numbers at
the top-left corners correspond to the types of illumination
conditions in Fig. 14. In this figure, it can be seen that the
brightness of the facial regions differ. The brightness of the whole
image regions seem to be similar to one another as the automatic
gain control (AGC) function was turned on during image acquisi-
tion to ensure the most realistic situations.

The final database consists of 2688 image sequences including
21 occlusion cases (10 for acceptance cases and 11 for rejection
cases), 8 illumination conditions, 4 subjects, 2 acquisition scenar-
ios, and 2 trials for each situation. Each image sequence consists
of five images. A detailed description of the database is presented
in Table 2 in terms of the various occlusion cases. For both non-
intrusive and intrusive databases, each occlusion case has 64
image sequences (8 illuminations�4 subjects�2 trials), and
there are 640 image sequences for the acceptance case and 704
images sequences for the rejection case.

5.2. Evaluation of element techniques

5.2.1. Facial component detection

As discussed in Section 3.2, facial component detectors for the
mouth, left eye and right eye have been newly trained via the
Viola-Jones object detection framework [30]. In our training
procedure, mouth-free face images and eye-free face images were
added into negative training samples as well as face-free images
when learning mouth and eye detectors, respectively. To obtain
these training samples, we used publicly available face databases
including AR [49], CASPEAL-R1 [50], CMU-PIE [51], FERET [52],
GEORGIA TECH [53], POINTING [54], INDIAN [55], VALID [56], and
CVL [57] which include various facial postures, illuminations, and
expressions. From these databases, 6500 mouth images and 2000
mouth-free face images were extracted to train a mouth detector,
and 7000 left eye images and 2000 eye-free face images were
extracted to train an eye detector. Also, 1500 face-free images
obtained from [58] were added into the negative images of both
detectors. The right eye detector was built by flipping the Haar
wavelet features of the left eye detector. This approach has been
successfully used for multi-view face detectors [48]. Eye detectors
are separated into left and right eyes due to the fact a single
detector covering both eyes showed a poorer performance
Insert card
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Check facial images

Accept requesteject request
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Yes
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No
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compared to the separated eye detectors in [33], and this aspect is
also discussed in [48]. These training procedures were conducted
via an open source implementation in [37]. The newly trained
mouth and eye detectors were evaluated using 1227 images
selected from the intrusive ATM database in Section 5.1. In this
experiment, a facial component is considered to have been
detected if the root of the Jaccard index (commonly used segmen-
tation metric) [59] calculated from the detected region and the
ground truth region is larger than a pre-determined threshold
(0.7). Detection of the opposite eye is not considered a false
detection as in [33]. Detection rates of the newly trained left and
right eye detectors are 79.8% and 71.7%, respectively, when the
false detections per image are 4.6 and 3.9, respectively. The left
and right eye detectors in [33] (LE and RE) show detection rates of
45.3% and 40.9%, and 6.5 and 5.5 of the false detections per image
with the same test images, respectively. The detection rates of the
eye detectors are dramatically increased while reducing the false
acceptances. In the case of a mouth detector, the newly trained
one shows a 69.3% detection rate and 1.2 false acceptances per an
image when the mouth detector in [33] (M) gives a detection rate
of 63.3% and 13.2 false acceptances per image. The newly trained
mouth detector significantly decreases false acceptances while
somewhat improving the detection rate.
5.2.2. Facial component verification

The detected face regions are verified using their facial
component regions. Feature vectors are extracted from the eye
and mouth regions via the principal component analysis (PCA)
feature extractor [44–45] and classified by a support vector
machine (SVM [46,47]. To train the mouth verifier, mouth image
samples were acquired by applying the newly trained mouth



Fig. 14. Different illumination conditions for database acquisition.

Fig. 13. Example images of the rejection cases.
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detector to public face databases [49–57] and face-free images
(obtained from [58,60], and the Internet). The images used to
train the facial component detectors were excluded from this
procedure. After applying the mouth detector, we gathered the
detected regions and manually designated positive and negative
samples. True and false positives of the mouth detector were
treated as positive and negative samples for the mouth verifier
training procedure, respectively. The sample data acquisition
procedure for an eye verifier is exactly the same except the eye
detectors were used instead of the mouth detector. As a result,
3000 positive and 3000 negative samples for training and 5000
positive and 5000 negative samples for the tests were collected
for each mouth and eye verifier. Samples obtained were resized
and normalized based on Z-score normalization [43]. After that,
feature vectors were extracted by PCA and the verifiers were
trained via SVM classifier. Feature vector dimensions of mouth
and eye verifiers were experimentally set to 45, and a radial basis
function (RBF) kernel was chosen for the SVM classifier. Through
these procedures, we achieved 7.2% and 8.4% equal error rates
(EERs) for mouth and eye verifiers, respectively.

5.2.3. Holistic face detection

The proposed system uses holistic face detectors specialized
for frontal and inclined faces to establish the regions of interest
(ROIs). To detect frontal faces, we chose the detector which shows
the best performance in a recently published survey paper [33].
This detector is labeled FA1 in [33]. The inclined face detector is
newly trained since the frontal face detector gives a poor result
for this facial posture which frequently occurs in our ATM camera
configuration. To train this detector, 8000 positive samples were
collected from the CASPEAL-R1 face database [50] and 3000 face-
free images from [58]. When acquiring positive samples, we
applied small in-plane-rotations to the original positive samples
for making variations. This manipulation was originally used in
[48]. The performances of the frontal and inclined face detectors
were evaluated using 1227 images selected from the intrusive
ATM database (the same image set used to test the component
detectors). In this experiment, a face detector is determined to
succeed if the detected regions include all mouth and eye regions
since the detector is used to restrict the search range in this
system. As a result, the detection rates of the frontal and inclined
face detectors are 71.3% and 51.3%, respectively, and if two face
detectors are combined, the detection rate increases to 79.8%.
When two detectors are combined, the search range of the facial
component detectors is reduced by 91.0%, including the falsely
detected regions.

5.3. Performance evaluation of the whole system

To present the performance of the proposed system, we
depicted the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves which



Table 2
Description of database.

No. Occluding object (occluded

or visible regions)

Accept/

reject

No. of

subjects

No. of image sequences

Non-

intrusive

scenario

Intrusive

scenario

1 Bare face (no occlusion) Accept 4 64 64

2 Hand or eye patch (single eye occluded) Accept 4 64 64

3 Hand (cheek occluded) Accept 4 64 64

4 Normal glasses (both eyes and mouth visible) Accept 4 64 64

5 Mobile phone (cheek and single ear occluded) Accept 4 64 64

6 Headset (both ears occluded) Accept 4 64 64

7 mustache (both eyes and mouth visible) Accept 4 64 64

8 Band-aids (forehead, cheek or chin occluded) Accept 4 64 64

9 Baseball cap (more than one eye and mouth visible) Accept 4 64 64

10 Wig (more than one eye and mouth visible) Accept 4 64 64

11 Hand (both eyes occluded) Reject 4 64 64

12 Hand (mouth, cheek and chin occluded) Reject 4 64 64

13 Sunglasses (both eyes occluded) Reject 4 64 64

14 Beard (mouth, cheek and chin occluded) Reject 4 64 64

15 Mask (mouth, cheek and chin occluded) Reject 4 64 64

16 Muffler (mouth, cheek and chin occluded) Reject 4 64 64

17 Collar (mouth, cheek and chin occluded) Reject 4 64 64

18 Baseball cap (both eyes occluded) Reject 4 64 64

19 Helmet (whole face occluded except eyes) Reject 4 64 64

20 wig (both eyes occluded) Reject 4 64 64

21 Hiding or looking back (whole face occluded) Reject 4 64 64

Total 10 acceptance cases – 4 640 640
11 rejection cases – 4 704 704
both cases – 4 1,344 1,344

Fig. 15. Example images taken under 8 different illumination conditions. Numbers at the top-left corners correspond to the types of illumination conditions in Fig. 14.
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show both the false accept rate (FAR) and the true accept rate
(TAR). Fig. 16(a) and (b) are the ROC curves of four different
approaches in non-intrusive and intrusive scenarios, respectively.
These curves were depicted by changing the threshold values of
the facial component verifiers. In this figure, the red dotted line
indicates the performance of the proposed system combining the
Table 3
Average processing time of four approaches.

Approach Non-intrusive

database (s)

Intrusive database (s)

Accepted

sequence

Rejected

sequence

Accepted

sequence

Rejected

sequence

ROI searchþWhole image

search (proposed system)

0.83 6.47 0.62 6.48

Whole image search 2.32 4.09 2.09 4.09

ROI search (frontal &

inclined face detectors)

0.38 2.38 0.51 2.39

ROI search (only frontal face

detectors)

0.32 2.30 0.46 2.31

Table 4
Average processing time of each module for one image.

Module name Processing

time (sec)

ROI establishment (image down-samplingþfrontal and inclined

face detection)

0.162

Component-based face candidate generation in ROI (facial

component detection in ROIþfiltering via geometric

constraints)

0.052

Component-based face candidate verification in ROI (eye and

mouth verification in ROI)

0.005

Component-based face candidate generation in whole image

(facial component detection in whole imageþfiltering via

geometric constraints)

0.822

Component-based face candidate verification in whole image

(eye and mouth verification in whole image)

0.007

Table 5
Performance of the proposed system for various occlusions.

No. Occluding object (occluded or visible regions)

1 Bare face (no occlusion)

2 Hand or eye patch (single eye occluded)

3 Hand (cheek occluded)

4 Normal glasses (both eyes and mouth visible)

5 Mobile phone (cheek and single ear occluded)

6 Headset (both ears occluded)

7 Mustache (both eyes and mouth visible)

8 Band-Aids (forehead, cheek or chin occluded)

9 Baseball cap (more than one eye and mouth visible)

10 Wig (more than one eye and mouth visible)

11 Hand (both eyes occluded)

12 Hand (mouth, cheek and chin occluded)

13 Sunglasses (both eyes occluded)

14 Beard (mouth, cheek and chin occluded)

15 Mask (mouth, cheek and chin occluded)

16 Muffler (mouth, cheek and chin occluded)

17 Collar (mouth, cheek and chin occluded)

18 Baseball cap (both eyes occluded)

19 Helmet (whole face occluded except eyes)

20 Wig (both eyes occluded)

21 Hiding or looking back (whole face occluded)

Avg. True accept rate (TAR) for 10 accept cases
True reject rate (TRR) for 11 reject cases
ROI search and the whole image search via the proposed archi-
tecture as described in Section 2 with Fig. 2. The green dash-dot
line indicates the performance when using only the whole image
search. Blue dashed and magenta solid lines indicate the perfor-
mances when using the ROI search with and without an inclined
face detector in the holistic face detection procedure, respectively.
When using the proposed method, the threshold values of the
facial component verifiers in the whole image search were set
more tightly than those in the ROI search since the whole image
search could produce more false face candidates compared to the
ROI search.

In Fig. 16, it can be seen that the proposed system shows the
best performances in both non-intrusive and intrusive scenarios
when comparing equal error rates (EERs). The EERs of the
proposed system in these two scenarios are 8.3% and 3.0%,
respectively. In the case of the non-intrusive scenario as shown
in Fig. 16(a), the proposed system outperforms the ROI search
regardless of the inclusion of an inclined face detector. Such a
performance gain could be interpreted as evidence that the
proposed method could handle more variations caused by com-
binations of facial postures and acceptable partial occlusions. The
holistic face detectors in the ROI search exhibit limitations when
dealing with these variations. The proposed method shows a
slightly better performance than the whole image search. This is
due to the fact that facial component verifiers in the whole image
search are more tightly set when it is used as a part of the
proposed system as mentioned previously, so that the proposed
system produces less false positives than the whole image search.
In the case of the intrusive scenario shown in Fig. 16(b), four
approaches provide almost the same performances. This is
because at least one frontal face is included in each image
sequence acquired under this intrusive scenario. The ROI search
shows slightly better performance than the whole image search
because the whole image search tends to produce a greater
number of false acceptances than the ROI search.

Table 3 shows the processing times of the four approaches
depicted in Fig. 16. This result was obtained using a Core2Duo
2.12 GHz CPU with 1 GB memory. It is almost the same
Accept/Reject Accuracy (%)

Non-intrusive

scenario

Intrusive

scenario

Accept 100.0 100.0

Accept 93.8 98.4

Accept 90.6 95.3

Accept 92.2 100.0

Accept 78.1 85.9

Accept 100.0 100.0

Accept 84.4 93.8

Accept 93.8 100.0

Accept 87.5 100.0

Accept 96.9 96.9

Reject 93.8 98.4

Reject 78.1 84.4

Reject 78.1 96.8

Reject 100.0 100.0

Reject 96.9 95.3

Reject 95.3 96.9

Reject 90.6 96.9

Reject 92.2 98.4

Reject 87.5 100.0

Reject 100.0 100.0

Reject 96.9 100.0

– 91.7 97.0

– 91.8 97.0
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specification of the computing unit in the off-the-shelf ATM. For
instance, the Comnet-9000DM in [41] uses a Core2Duo 2.2 GHz
CPU with 1 GB memory. To show more realistic results, we
include the image acquisition interval (0.5 s per an image) when
measuring the computing time as presented in the proposed
system architecture in Fig. 2. For the accepted image sequences,
the proposed system runs approximately three times faster than
the whole image search. This is because the proposed system
activates the computationally heavy whole image search only
when the ROI search fails to find a recognizable facial image. The
ROI search is faster than the proposed system because it tries to
find a recognizable facial image only inside the ROIs designated
Fig. 17. Example images of (a) successful cases and (b) failed cases. Blue, red and green

and cyan squares are face regions supported by two and three facial components, respec

details. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is
by the holistic face detection procedure. For the rejected image
sequences, the proposed system needs a higher computational
cost compared to the others since all the images in a sequence
should be checked by both the ROI search and the whole image
search before it is rejected. However, the computing time of the
rejected case is less important than that of the accepted case
in real ATM situations because the rejected cases usually caused
by intentional attacks seldom occur compared to the accepted
cases.

For showing the processing time of the proposed method in
detail, we divided the proposed method into several modules and
calculated the average processing time of each module by using
dotted lines indicate the mouth, left eye and right eye, respectively, and magenta

tively. Face regions generated from large original images were cropped to show the

referred to the web version of this article.)
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2688 images (one image from each sequence in Table 2). The
average processing time of each module for one image is pre-
sented in Table 4. It can be noticed that the component-based face
candidate generation in whole image is the most time-consuming
module since this module searches for small regions of facial
components in large images.

By considering the performances and computational costs of
the four approaches, we can draw up the following guidelines of
the recognizability assessment system for ATM applications. (1)
When user cooperation is not guaranteed, the proposed system is
recommended rather than using either the ROI search or the
whole image search. (2) If there is a severe limitation of comput-
ing power, it is recommended that the ROI search be used while
urging user cooperation. (3) If it is necessary to use the ROI search
in cases where user cooperation is not guaranteed, its perfor-
mance can be enhanced by adding holistic face detectors specia-
lized for frequently occurring postures, such as an inclined face
detector.
Table 6
Performance of the proposed system for various illuminations.

DB Accuracy Illumination condition

1 2

Non-intrusive database TAR (%) 91.3 92.5

TRR (%) 88.6 92.0

Intrusive database TAR (%) 96.3 96.3

TRR (%) 100.0 95.5

Table 7
Description of extra database.

No. Occluding object (occluded or visible regions) Ac

Re

1 Bare face (no occlusion) Ac

2 Normal glasses (both eyes and mouth visible) Ac

3 Baseball cap (more than one eye and mouth visible) Ac

4 Eye patch (single eye occluded) Ac

5 Sunglasses (both eyes occluded) Re

6 Mask (mouth, cheek and chin occluded) Re

7 Baseball cap (both eyes occluded) Re

8 Helmet (whole face occluded except eyes) Re

Total 4 acceptance cases –

4 rejection cases –

both cases –

Table 8
Performance of proposed system for extra database.

No. Occluding object (occluded or visible regions)

1 Bare face (no occlusion)

2 Normal glasses (both eyes and mouth visible)

3 Baseball cap (more than one eye and mouth visible)

4 Eye patch (single eye occluded)

5 Sunglasses (both eyes occluded)

6 Mask (mouth, cheek and chin occluded)

7 Baseball cap (both eyes occluded)

8 Helmet (whole face occluded except eyes)

Avg. True accept rate (TAR) for 4 accept cases
True reject rate (TRR) for 4 reject cases
Table 5 presents the detailed performances of the proposed
system for 21 facial occlusions at the equal error operating point,
and example results of the recognizability assessment are shown
in Fig. 17. To present the details, face regions produced from the
large original images (shown in Figs. 12 and 13) were cropped in
this figure. Table 5 and Fig. 17(a) show that the proposed system
correctly finds the recognizable facial images in cases of various
facial postures and acceptable partial occlusions. In the accep-
tance cases, the performance of the proposed system is slightly
degraded with a mobile phone and mustache. In the case of using
a mobile phone, several sequences include faces with severe in-
plane rotations, and component detection failed. In the case of a
mustache, the mouth detector occasionally gives poor detection
results due to a thick black mustache above the upper lips. Typical
false acceptances are shown in Fig. 17(b). These failures occurred
because the facial component detectors and verifiers have diffi-
culty correctly distinguishing local mouth and eye regions. For
example, strong horizontal edges on fingers, masks, and collars
3 4 5 6 7 8

92.5 92.5 91.3 88.8 92.5 92.5

90.9 87.5 92.0 94.3 94.3 94.3

96.3 96.3 97.5 97.5 98.8 97.5

96.6 96.6 98.9 94.3 98.9 95.5

cept/

ject

No. of subjects No. of image sequences

Non-

intrusive

scenario

Intrusive

scenario

cept 15 30 30

cept 15 30 30

cept 15 30 30

cept 15 30 30

ject 15 30 30

ject 15 30 30

ject 15 30 30

ject 15 30 30

15 120 120
15 120 120
15 240 240

Accept/

Reject

Accuracy (%)

Non-

intrusive

scenario

Intrusive

scenario

Accept 96.7 100.0

Accept 90.0 100.0

Accept 90.0 100.0

Accept 100.0 96.7

Reject 90.0 100.0

Reject 100.0 100.0

Reject 90.0 100.0

Reject 96.7 96.7

– 94.2 99.2
– 94.2 99.2
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could locally look similar to a mouth as shown in the first row of
Fig. 17(b).

Table 6 shows the true accept rates (TARs) and true reject rates
(TRRs) of the proposed system in terms of 8 different illumination
conditions at the equal error operating point. The proposed
system shows consistently good performances in this table, so it
can be said that this system is robust against illumination
conditions. This is because we try not to use skin color detection
approach which can be easily affected by illumination conditions
[22,23] but grayscale image-based pattern recognition methods
are utilized.

Since the database in Table 2 consists of small number of
subjects (although having various facial occlusions), we acquired
an extra database with 15 more subjects who were not included
in the previous database. This extra database consists of 480
image sequences includes 8 typical occlusion cases (4 for accep-
tance cases and 4 for rejection cases), 2 acquisition scenarios, and
2 trials. Since the insensitivity of the proposed method to various
illumination conditions has already been proven in Table 6, only
the normal illumination condition (#1 in Fig. 14) was included in
the extra database. A detailed description of the extra database is
presented in Table 7 in terms of the various occlusion cases, and
the performance of the proposed method for this database is
presented in Table 8 at the equal error operating point. It can
easily be seen that the performance of the proposed method for
15 people in extra database is similar (even about 2% higher) to its
performance for 4 people in previous database.
6. Conclusion and future work

This paper proposes a system that assesses the recognizability
of facial images for automated teller machine (ATM) applications.
The proposed system achieves the robustness against facial
postures and acceptable partial occlusions using a component-
based approach, and insensitivity toward illumination conditions
via the grayscale image-based methods. Its feasibility in both
non-intrusive and intrusive scenarios was proven with a large
scale facial occlusion database. According to the experimental
results, several guidelines were drawn up for the recognizability
assessment system in ATM environments. In the future, we will
develop a method to prevent spoofing attacks using 2D or 3D
facial masks.
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